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We will present an ongoing project of software development for ECSS PUS-C services in the new robust
and fast programming language Rust[1]. Vision Space Technologies[2] started this open-source project called
Prust[3]. The standard ECSS-E-70-41C[4] is a packet utilization standard (PUS), defining the packet struc-
ture and a set of standard services. Its recent iteration PUS-C was published in 2016 and it’s relatively new.
PUS is the standard of choice by ESA, and only one spacecraft operated by ESA doesn’t use PUS (OPS-SAT).
A space project can choose to implement only those standard PUS services which suit its specific mission
characteristics and requirements. Also since there can be additional requirements depending on the mission
PUS also includes some guidelines and rules for how these extensions should be implemented. It is clear
that implementations of PUS needs to be robust and safe given the usage of these softwares, also it should
be maintenance-cost effective since requirements are very dynamic. We will present how we tackled these
requirements in Prust project.

Prust project aims to create software that is reliable, fast, and encapsulated in a way that only the desired
functionalities are dynamically loaded to the spacecraft. This is why we chose to implement the software in
Rust. C remained the only alternative for a long time because it was faster than other programming languages.
The speed of C came from not checking memory safety at runtime. But with its features, Rust offered a cost-
free way of ensuring memory safety. It also offered usage of High-Level programming features with System-
Level performance. This paper[5] says with the adoption of Rust thesemechanismswill become commoditized.
Prust was used in VST104 device which is another project of Vision Space Technologies.

Prust offers potential ease of abstraction while being fast and robust. Two complete PUS services and some
sub-services are implemented already. Implemented services are sufficient for controlling and monitoring
spacecraft peripherals. With the convenience of Rust, well-written error propagation and error-handling
features (Similar to Exceptions in higher-level languages) are implemented without cost. Which is handled
poorly in C in terms of maintenance cost and safety because of the nature of the language itself.

We will present why and how Prust is an important project because it uses a new programming language
which can be the future of embedded programmingwewill also show the following implemented PUS services;

1. Function Management (Service 8); One request (TC) and it executes a function defined by the user
by giving the name of the function. Which offers a potential to change the usage of the spacecraft
dynamically.

2. Request Verification (Service 1); 9 response (TM) types which every one of them indicates different
states for the sub-services send (for example failure,success etc..)

3. Housekeeping (Service 3); Plenty of TM and TC packets in it. It helps to have reports of the periph-
erals connected to the device. Implemented partially to monitor peripheral values from the spacecraft.

Prust project is still active and we would like to contribute by showing you the details of this project.
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